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Some notes concerning the qurrÇ’ issue

It has been noticed that some scholars in their attempt to discover some-

thing new in their researches, deplorably distort the clear facts of history. An

example of this is their dealing with the qurrÇ’ issue in the early Islamic his-

tory. M.A. Shaban, followed by G.H.A. Juynboll, assumes that the term

qurrÇ’ “should be understood no more than another derivation from the root

qry and meaning the same as ahl al-qurò (those of the villages)”1. His refer-

ence to Al-BalÇ∂urÈ (FutË…, 88) to confirm his assumption cannot, however,

be traced. Basing himself on this assumption, he tries to interpret according-

ly the events of the rebellion against ‘U@mÇn, as an issue between the qurrÇ’
and the unfortunate caliph, and explain accordingly their role played in these

and the following events until they became either ·È‘a or ŒawÇriΔ. Here

Shaban is supported by Martin Hinds, who also tries to ascribe the causes of

discontent in the later days of ‘U@mÇn to self-interest among these qurrÇ’.2

The purpose of this article is not to discuss the issues at stake between

‘U@mÇn and his opponents, but to shed more light on the qurrÇ’ and their

actual role in those events. 

The term qurrÇ’ (sing. qÇri’) is usually taken to mean reciters or readers

of the Qur’Çn. Rendering it to mean otherwise is unusual and baseless.

Suffice to say with F.M.Donner that historians in general adopt this tradi-

tional meaning of the term.3 The qurrÇ’ as Arabic lexicons confirm are
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Qur’Çn reciters or readers and the term as such is still in use. It comes from

the root CGôb as an active participle ÇQÉb while the nomen relativum (áÑ°ùf) to

ájôb (village) is …hôb and not ÇQÉb. Associating iô≤dG πgCG with qurrÇ’ is mis-

leading. In the Qur’Çn we often read of iô≤dG πgCG (people of villages)—for

example : iô≤dG πgCG øe ¬dƒ°SQ ≈∏Y ˆG AÉaCG Ée (LIX:7) and ∂∏Ñb øe Éæ∏°SQCG Éeh
iô≤dGπgCG øe º¡«dCG »Mƒf ’ÉLQ ’EG (XII:109).

Here iô≤dG πgCG is not AGôb (qurrÇ’) and never meant to be that. It could be

associated with the qurrÇ’ only if it denoted those qurrÇ’ who, after the con-

quests, were in charge of the conquered villages, that is, employed by the

authorities (the caliph and his am^Çr governors) to supervise the administra-

tion of the conquered land. But the qurrÇ’ involved in such employments

were not a group. They were small in number chosen and employed for their

credit as pious and conscientious, coming from what Gibb calls “the reli-

gious personalities whose activities and decisions were motivated by a com-

plete inward acceptance of Islamic spirit and principles”4 and eventually

they were always controlled by the caliph himself through his enquiries and

brought into account annually. We hardly hear of any of these as seeking

self-interest when this was in conflict with his own piety and welfare in the

Hereafter.

We first hear of the qurrÇ’ as a group in the early days of the Prophet at

Medina. A†-‡abarÈ relates, “when ‘Abd AllÇh Ibn Umm MaktËm finally

emigrated to Medina shortly after the battle of Badr, he stayed in dÇr al-
qurrÇ’ (the house of the qurrÇ’). This was the house of MaÆramah Ibn

Nawfal, who was then one of the two mu’a∂∂ins there”.5 Al-BuÆÇrÈ relates

that “the first (Muslim Meccans) to come to Medina (before the HiΔra) were

Mu^‘ab Ibn‘Umayr and Ibn Umm MaktËm. They used to teach the Qur’Çn to

the people” (i.e. the Muslim converts there) (¢SÉædG ¿ÉFô≤j ÉfÉch).6

Mu…ammad sent them with the early Medinese converts to preach Islam at

Medina and to pave the way for his hiΔra. They were both remarkable

qurrÇ’, and, particularly Mu^‘ab did this job well and consequently many

Medinese accepted Islam. Both men had got a remarkable knowledge of the

sunna and what had already been revealed of the Qur’Çn at Mecca. Muslims

there were then a minority but they were interested in the new religion and in

learning the Qur’Çn. They considered it as a kind of worship thereby obeying

the word of AllÇh, Who says: ¬æe ô°ù«J Ée GhCGôbÉa “So recite of it that which is

easy (for you)” (LXXIII:20) and the advice of His Prophet, who on many
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occasions encouraged reading and learning it √ƒFôbCGh √hCGôbÉa ¿BGô≤dG Gƒª∏©J
“Learn the Qur’Çn, read it and teach it to others”; ÇQÉ≤dG ≈∏Y áμFÓŸG »∏°üJ
Çô≤ŸGh “Angels pray for the reader and the teachers of the Qur’Çn”; CGô≤j øe
QGôHC’G ™e ¬æ°ùëjh ¿BGô≤dG “He who reads the Qur’Çn well (will be gathered in

the Hereafter) with the pious”.

Learning the Qur’Çn and the sunna urged Muslims to act accordingly.

This was a means for the aim which was ˆG ≈°VQ which led to their being

requited with the Paradise in the Hereafter. The Prophet’s mosque at Medina

became a place for those enthusiastic Muslims (youngsters ÜÉÑ°T in particu-

lar) to gather, pray and teach each other what had lately been revealed to the

Prophet. These were called áØ°üdG πgCG (the people of the ledge). Circles of

Qur’Çn-reciting ¿BGô≤dG äÉ≤∏Mwere held there and on one occasion the

Prophet joined these readers ¿BGô≤dG ÜÉë°UCG saying: äôeCoG ¢ù∏ÛG Gò¡H (I am

ordered to join such a gathering). He also said: ¬ªs∏Yh ¿BGô≤dG º∏©J øe ºcÒN
“the best among you is he who learns and teaches the Qur’Çn“ and: GnÒN ¬H ˆG
Oôj øe øjódG‘ ¬¡≤Øj.7

This certainly urged the more enthusiastic Companions not only to learn

the Qur’Çn but also to stick to the Prophet to acquire a knowledge of the reli-

gion from him personally. Ibn Mas‘Ëd and AbË Hurayra are examples of

these. Ibn Mas‘Ëd once boasted that he “had taken 70 sËras directly from the

mouth of the Prophet” that is, as soon as they were revealed to him.

According to Al-BuÆÇrÈ, one of the Companions once said: Oƒ©°ùe øHG iôf Ée
º¡d º¡ehõdh º¡dƒNO Iôãc øe â«ÑdG πgCG øe ’EG ¬eCGh “We considered Ibn

Mas‘Ëd and his mother as members of the Prophet’s family because of their

sticking to the Prophet”. His collection of the Qur’Çn, that is his version of

the Qur’Çn, differed a little from the standard one called ¿ÉªãY ∞ë°üe
(‘U@mÇn’s Qur’Çn) and therefore ‘U@mÇn, unfortunately, ordered it together

with all other collections to be destroyed, allowing only his version to sur-

vive as the standard one. Although ‘U@mÇn’s intention was purely religious:

to prevent different readings of the text as sources indicate, this has been

interpreted by some scholars as a policy followed by ‘U@mÇn to restrict the

influence of the qurrÇ’ such as Ibn Mas‘Ëd in the am^Çr resulting in more

dissatisfaction there.

Ahl a^-~uffa were among these enthusiastic qurrÇ’. A^-~uffa (the ledge)

was a part of the Prophet’s mosque where these qurrÇ’ and possibly new

Muslim emigrants where sheltered. Some were poor and received alms
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(äÉbó°U), others like ‘ImrÇn Ibn al-∞u^ayn were not. Their aim was worship

and Qur’Çn-reciting. The young amongst them used to bring water and fire-

wood to the Prophet’s quarters to gains his delight (≈°VQ) which they regard-

ed would lead to Paradise. They also used to work for the help of other needy

Muslims. Sources say8 that the Prophet allowed a number of them later to

join a mission to preach Islam among the powerful tribe of BanË ‘Åmir in

NaΔd under the covenant protection, ΔiwÇr, of AbË Bara’, who was known

then as the undisputed sayyid of that tribe. However, they were ambushed

and massacred at Bi’r Ma‘Ëna by AbË Bara’’s nephew, ‘Åmir Ibn a†-‡ufayl.

The issue has raised some doubts among some scholars as to the authentici-

ty of the episode; but these doubts are exaggerated. ‘Åmir Ibn a†-‡ufayl

broke his uncle’s promise of protection partly because AbË Bara’ was then

an old man and ‘Åmir sought to take his place as the leader of the tribe and

partly because, through his ambition, ‘Åmir was opposed to the activities

and leadership of Mu…ammad at Medina.‘Åmir was proud of himself and his

powerful tribe and sources say that he once proposed to Mu…ammad to share

power with him in the area, which proposal the latter rejected out of hand”.9

Those who supported ‘Amir in ambushing the emissaries at Bi’r Ma‘Ëna,

were tribesmen mainly from BanË Sulaym. None was from BanË ‘Åmir who

were loath to break AbË Bara’’s promise. The Sulamis did so to avenge the

death of some Sulami tribesmen killed earlier by some Muslims.10 That the

number of the unfortunate emissaries killed at Bi’r Ma‘Ëna was rather

high—thirty, forty or seventy—should not be an excuse to doubt the whole

report. BanË ‘Åmir, to whom these emissaries were sent, was a big tribe

stretching along a wide area from NaΔd westward to A†-‡Ç’if in Al-HiΔÇz.

The mission was regarded as a ájô°S (expedition) like other Muslim expedi-

tions sent or led by Mu…ammad against other non-Muslim tribes around

Medina and farther. The number could not even be less than that for security

purposes, since this expedotion had to cross land dominated by hostile clans

like Zi’b, Ri’l, fiakwÇn, ‘Usayya, of BanË Sulaym. An account in WÇqidÈ’s

Ma©ÇzÈ11 says the expedition was led by a prominent An^Çri Companion

named al-Mun∂ir Ibn ‘Amr of BanË SÇ‘ida and included An^Çris and others

like ‘Amr Ibn Umayya of flamra (of BanË KinÇna) and the Meccan NÇfi‘ Ibn
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8 Ibid, 123; Ma©ÇzÈ, pp.346 ff.; SÈra, vol.II, pp.183 ff.; Al-BuÆÇrÈ, vol.III, p.27;
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Budayl of ŒuzÇ‘a, a prominent Companion known to be among the qurrÇ’
(and it looks as if he was teacher at a^-^uffa). The one who survived the Bi’r

Ma‘Ëna massacre was ‘Amr Ibn Umayya of flamra. Another account relat-

ed also by WÇqidÈ denies the participation of Muslims other than An^Çris in

this expedition, but the poetry said on this occasion by Abd AllÇh Ibn

Rawaha and Anas Ibn ‘AbbÇs of BanË Sulaym cited in Al-WÇqidÈ’s Ma©ÇzÈ,
refutes this report and confirms the former. In his ~a…È…12, Al-BuÆÇrÈ relates

on the authority of the An^Çri Companion, Anas Ibn MÇlik, that seventy

An^Çris called al-qurrÇ’ were sent by the Prophet at the request of the Sulami

clans Ri’l, fiakwÇn, ‘Usayya and BanË Li…yÇn to help these against an

unspecified enemy. The account here while admitting that qurrÇ’ were

betrayed and massacred at Bi’r Ma‘Ëna makes no mention of ‘Åmir Ibn a†-

‡ufayl. It continues to say that the Prophet on hearing the news of the mas-

sacre, announced it to his Companions saying: º¡fCGh GƒÑ«°UCG ób ºμHÉë°UCG ¿EG
∂æY â«°VQh ÉæY Éæ«°VQ ÉÃ ÉæfGƒNEG ÉæY ÈNCG ÉæHQ :GƒdÉ≤a º¡HQ GƒdCÉ°S “Your fellow men

have been attacked and murdered; and before they died they said: «O Our

Lord! Inform our brothers (in faith) that we are pleased with You as You are

pleased with us.»” Now, if we accept this account mentioned in Al-BuÆÇrÈ’s

~a…È…, authentic as it is known to be, then what is related in Ma©ÇzÈ and some

other sources as an apocryphal revelation is in fact a …adÈ@, something said by

the Prophet on the occasion, and should be taken as such.

From all accounts on this issue we understand that the qurrÇ’ were

Qur’Çn readers and reciters. If some had later come from certain villages in

Arabia as emigrants to Medina as recommended at the time by Mu…ammad

and the Revelation, it does not mean that the qurrÇ’ were iô≤dG πgCG (vil-

lagers). Nor can we apply the term iô≤dG πgCG to the qurrÇ’ as a substitute.

Certainly there were in pre-Islamic Arabia villages and small towns where

sedentary Arab tribes settled in Al-HiΔÇz, NaΔd, and Al-Ba…rayn. Many

individual or groups of converts deserted, or were driven out as IÉÑ°oU13 by

their non-Muslim tribes whether sedentary or bedouin, and joined the umma
at Medina. This hiΔra was appreciated by the Revelation: π«Ñ°S ‘ ôLÉ¡j øeh
á©°Sh GkÒãc ÉkªZGôe ¢VQC’G ‘ óéj ˆG “Whoso migrateth for the cause of AllÇh

will find much refuge and abundance in the earth” (IV:100); GhôLÉg øjòdÉa
º¡æ∏NOC’h º¡JÉÄ«°S º¡æY ¿ôØcC’ Gƒ∏àbh Gƒ∏JÉbh »d«Ñ°S ‘ GhPhCGh ºgQÉjO øe GƒLôNCGh
äÉæL “So those who fled and were driven from their homes and suffered

damage for My cause, and fought and were slain, verily I shall remit their
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evil deeds grom them and verily I shall bring them into Gardens” (III:195)

and: GhôLÉ¡j ≈àM A»°T øe º¡àj’h øe ºμd Ée GhôLÉ¡j ⁄h GƒæeBG øjòdGh (VIII:72)

Muhammad also appreciated their hiΔra to consolidate his Umma until

Mecca finally surrendered to Islam. He then announced: íàØdG ó©H Iôég ’ “No

emigration is permitted after the conquest (of Mecca)”. With the conversion

of Arabia many qurrÇ’ came from Arabian villages. Sources speak of

~a‘^a‘a Ibn ~aw…Çn of ‘Abd al-Qays as a villager. He was like many others a

qÇri’: ÇQÉb and a villager …hôb. Juynboll14 in his attempt to confirm the

assumption that the qurrÇ’ were villagers (iô≤dG πgCG) quotes Ibn A‘@am in his

report on the group of KËfan qurrÇ’ deported to Syria at the orders of Caliph

‘U@mÇn that these were áaƒμdG πgCG iôb øe (from the villages of the KËfan peo-

ple). These words could mean only áaƒμdG πgCG AGôb øe (from the qurrÇ’ of Al-

KËfa), possibly an error in writing the word AGôb qurrÇ’ as iôb in the manu-

script. This is confirmed by Ibn A‘@am himself when he says in the same

sequence: AGô≤dG øe áaƒμdG πgCG AÉë∏°U øe º¡fCG ±ôY º¡æY ¿ÉªãY áØ«∏ÿG ∫CÉ°S ÉeóæYh
ìÓ°üdGh øjódG πgCG (And when Caliph ‘U@mÇn enquired about them, he was

informed that they were from among the pious inhabitants of Al-KËfa, from

the qurrÇ’, the people of religion and piety). They cannot be πgCG iôb øe
áaƒμdG and simultaneously áaƒμdG πgCG AÉë∏°U øeh. Moreover, Al-KËfa was

established in a place distant from the villages of the SawÇd to isolate its

Muslim Arab inhabitants from the natives of the SawÇd. Arabs were not

allowed in those days to live in these villages.

Another unfortunate misinterpretation of the text by Juynboll is found in

his translation of Al-BalÇ∂urÈ’s quotation: ¢SÉædG (≈°Sƒe ƒHCG) nøsμn°Sh as “AbË

Musa (Al-A‰‘arÈ) made them (i.e. ¿hÒ°ùŸG those exiled to Syria when they

returned to Al-KËfa) settle again (in Al-KËfa)”, thus mistaking the verb nøsμn°S
for the verb øμ°SCG. This is obviously wrong. The verb nøsμn°S here must mean “to

calm” or “appease”, whereas øμ°SCG is the verb suitable for Juynboll’s wrong

translation of the text. He makes this mistake here possibly to confirm his

views in his article in the same way as Shaban takes iôb as the root for qurrÇ’.
With the conquest of Mecca in 8 A.H. Arabian tribes began to send dele-

gations to Medina to announce their acceptance of Islam and the supremacy

of the Islamic Umma. In a sense this seems to be a transference of their alle-

giance from pre-Islamic Mecca to Muslim Medina and to link themselves

with the powerful, Mu…ammad. The Prophet was well aware of this fact

which is expressed in a verse in the Qur’Çn: øμdh GƒæeDƒJ ⁄πb ÉæeBG ÜGôYC’G âdÉb
ºμHƒ∏b »a ¿ÉªjE’GπNój ÉŸh Éæª∏°SCG Gƒdƒb (XLIX:9).

He therefore attempted to strengthen and deepen their belief through a

number of emmissaries well-qualified for the job and were ¿ƒKófi AGôb of the
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type of Ma‘Çd Ibn μabal. These qurrÇ’ mu…addi@Ën (readers-traditionists)

stayed among the tribesmen teaching them Islam until the ridda war when

they returned or were taken hostages or even killed by the Apostates.

Muslim armies manned largely by qurrÇ’, were, however, able to defeat the

Apostates and restore the supremacy of Islam in Arabia and the caliph then

ordered for expansion outside Arabia. The qurrÇ’ played an important part

in bringing about victory to the Muslim armies and shortly these were the

masters of Syria, Iraq, Iran, Egypt and North Africa.They believed that this

was a holy war OÉ¡édG which would bring them either a profitable victory or

IOÉ¡°ûdG (martyrdom) and áæédG (Paradise). They could easily make this the

aim of their followers in battles and this was certainly a factor in bringing

about the Muslim victory over the great powers of the time, the Byzantines

and the Sassanids in a relatively short time. In these early days, Muslims,

whether early-comers to the am^Çr or rawÇdif (late-comers), were intended

to live in Iraq in two camps: Al-KËfa and Al-Ba^ra, newly founded for them

to isolate them as a warrior class from the native (Persian) people and this

policy continued under the Umayyads for some time. During the conquests,

the qurrÇ’ formed an important part in each Muslim army. Before the battle

each group of fighters had a qÇri’ to read for them verses of the Qur’Çn, par-

ticularly SËra VIII, ∫ÉØfC’G IQƒ°S (The Spoils of War) called also OÉ¡÷G IQƒ°S
since a great number of its verses urged these fighters to fight bravely and

fearlessly as death in battle against the enemy of Islam meant martyrdom ¬∏dG
π«Ñ°S ‘ IOÉ¡°ûdG and rewarded by AllÇh with Paradise in the Hereafter. The

qurrÇ’ themselves were usually marked in the sources for their bravery in

battle. They often brought victory to the Muslim army through their valour

and belief in victory or martyrdom. So the Revelation promised : º¡°ùØfCG
ÚæeDƒŸG øe iÎ°TG ¬∏dG ¿EG Ék≤M ¬«∏Y GkóYh ¿ƒ∏à≤jh ¿ƒ∏à≤«a ¬∏dG π«Ñ°S ‘ ¿ƒ∏JÉ≤j áæ÷G º¡d ¿CÉH
º¡dGƒeCGh (IX:111) and äÉæL Ékª«¶Y GkôLCG ¬«JDƒf ±ƒ°ùa Ö∏¨j hCG πà≤«a ¬∏dG π«Ñ°S ‘ πJÉ≤j
øeh (IV:74).

A†-‡abarÈ relates15 that (before the battle) “Sa‘d (Ibn AbÈ WaqqÇs)

ordered the youth ΩÓ¨dG who was sent by ‘Umar (I) and was himself one of the

qurrÇ’, to read SËrat al-ΔihÇd (i.e. SËra VIII) and all Muslims used to learn

it. This sËra was read in every áÑ«àc (small contingent). Then the hearts of the

Muslim (fighters) were stable and so were their eyes; and they felt calm with

reading it.” After campaigning for some time (not exceeding six months in

the days of ‘Umar I), they returned with the armies to Al-Ba^ra or Al-KËfa,

leaving behind small garrisons on the front lines. None was allowed to stay

in the SawÇd villages unless employed by the authorities. Some Muslims

(including the qurrÇ’) were then advantaged by their acquired literacy, abil-
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ity to read, write and count. On the eve of Islam a number of kuttÇbs existed

in Al-∞iΔÇz (and possibly other places) to teach the art of reading, writing

and counting necessary for the economic elite at Mecca, A†-‡Ç’if and Ya@rib.

The kuttÇb of A†-‡Ç’if, for example, was mastered by μubayr Ibn ∞ayya and

there ZiyÇd Ibn AbÈ SufyÇn and Mu©Èra Ibn ·u‘ba learnt this art16. Those

who were so advantaged and were possessed of Islamic priority were often

employed by the caliph or his am^Çr-governors, as tax-collectors, land-sur-

veyors, spoils-dividers and other administrative jobs. At the beginning,

some early Companions qualified for such jobs. Bah‰al says17: “‘Umar (I)

employed Hu∂ayfa Ibn al-Yaman (as tax-collector) on all the land watered

by the Tigris; and he sent ‘U@mÇn (b. ∞unayf) to measure the SawÇd (for tax

purposes). He also appointed Nu‘mÇn Ibn Muqarrin on Tustar but the latter

resigned and was sent to Nihawand”. All three were early Companions and

qurrÇ’, also qualified and were employed for such administrative jobs.

Bah‰al also says: ôjóM øH OÉjRh ¥hô°ùe AGô≤dG òÄeƒj ¿hQÉ°û©dG ¿Éch “The collec-

tors of the tithes then were the qurrÇ’ MasrËq and ZiyÇd Ibn Œu¬ayr”.

According to AbË YËsuf, ‘Umar I appointed ‘AmmÇr Ibn Yasir to lead the

Muslims (of Al-KËfa) in prayer and war (Üô◊Gh IÓ°üdG ≈∏Y) , and ‘Abd AllÇh

Ibn Mas‘Ëd as a judge and keeper of the treasury (bayt al-mÇl) (AÉ°†≤dG ≈∏Y
∫ÉŸG â«Hh).

The qurrÇ’ made high profile under ‘Umar I, who had much interest

especially in the Companion-qurrÇ’ in his employements. AbË MËsò al-

A‰‘arÈ was his governor of Ba^ra. AbË Hurayra governed Ba…rayn for him.

·uray… of Kinda was his qÇ¬È of Al-KËfa and Ka‘b Ibn SËr of Azd his qÇ¬È
of Ba^ra. This latter was killed while trying to mediate between the combat-

ant parties before the battle of the Camel later. ‘Umar also employed NÇfi‘

Ibn al-∞Çri@ of ŒuzÇ‘a on Mecca and later approved NÇfi‘’s mawlò and

deputy, ‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn Ibn Abzò to govern the people of the holy town,

Mecca. All these were qurrÇ’ who were also faqÈhs, knowers of the teachings

of Islam and the sunna. Ibn ∞aΔar18 relates that the afore-mentioned ‘Abd ar-

Ra…mÇn Ibn Abzò was a mawlò, but he was ºgCGôbCG ¢†FGôØdÉH ⁄ÉY ˆG ÜÉàμd ÇQÉb
ˆG øjO ‘ º¡≤aGh ¬«ah ˆG ÜÉàμd: “a reader of the Qur’Çn, knowing the reli-

gious duties, the best reader and learner of the Book and knower of AllÇh’s

dÈn (among the people of Mecca)”. ‘Umar’s governor of Al-Ba^ra, AbË

MËsò al-A‰‘arÈ, a well-known Companion-qÇri’ was also interested in the
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16 Baladhuri, AnsÇb al-a‰rÇf, vol.II, (folio) 1216 (ms. Süleymaniye Kutup-
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17 TÇrÈÆ WÇsi†, pp.38, 42; also AbË YËsuf, ŒarÇΔ, pp.26, 32, 37
18 I^Çba, vol.II, p. 389; Ibn ∞aΔar, As-SawÇ‘iq al-mu…riqa, p.18: ºgDhôbCG Ωƒ≤dG ΩDƒj
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qurrÇ’ and took them for company. While in Al-KËfa Ibn Mas‘Ëd, another

well-known qÇri’, used to teach the Qur’Çn and sunna to the new comers

there. When he resigned and left for Medina in the days of ‘U@mÇn, the

KËfans bade him farewell saying: ¿BGô≤dG ÉæJCGôbCGh ÉæŸÉY qâqÑKh Éæ∏gÉL âª∏Y ó≤a
GkÒN ÉæY âjõoL øjódG ‘ Éæà¡≤qah “May AllÇh requite you well! You have taught

the ignorant (among us), supported the learned and taught us the Qur’Çn and

the dÈn”.19 When ‘Umar I had noticed that the majority of qurrÇ’ lived in

Iraq and only a minority were in Syria, he was worried and ordered a number

of qurrÇ’ including the An^Çris AbË #d-DardÇ’ and ‘UbÇda Ibn as-Samit, to

leave Medina for Syria to teach the Qur’Çn to the Muslim tribesmen living

there. Umar consistently laid stress on the Qur’Çn-learning among Muslims

and, as recommended by his general Sa‘d Ibn AbÈ WaqqÇs, a fixed annual

stipend, of 2,000 dirhams was given to each qÇri’: CGôb øŸ ¢Vôa Gó©°S ¿EG
ÚØdCG ÚØdCG ¿BGô≤dG; for certainly Sa‘d had observed their efforts at war.

Consequently, and through piety, encouragement by the authorities, or

opportunism and self-interest, the qurrÇ’ increased in number especially

among the rawÇdif; and thus we hear of TamÈmi, ∞anafi, Bakri and other

qurrÇ’ tribesmen taking part later in battles and the events which led to the

murder of caliph ‘U@mÇn. While the majority of ‘Umar’s qurrÇ’ employees

continued to reject worldly pleasures and profits, some were not so pious.

·ahr IbnHaw‰ab al-A‰‘arÈ is an example of these. An account by Ibn

Qutayba says that ·ahr took for himself illegally some of the collected

monies of the public treasury (∫ÉŸG â«H) and hence a poet slashed both him

and the qurrÇ’ in a verse saying: 

?ô¡°T Éj ∑ó©H AGô≤dG øeCÉj øªa   á£jôîH ¬æjO ô¡°T ´ÉH ó≤d

“Surely, ·ahr had exchanged his piety for a bag of money. Now can the

qurrÇ’ be trusted any more, O! ·ahr?”20

This, however, could, be an isolated incident ; for the credit of the qurrÇ’
continued to be high. Many qurrÇ’ were anxious not only to learn the Qur’Çn

but also to acquire a wide knowledge of the …adÈ@ and sunna of the Prophet

and to act accordingly in daily life.

The qurrÇ’ involved in the events of ‘U@mÇn’s caliphate and later, whose

names are recorded in the sources came from different tribes. What united

them was a strong adhesion to the Islamic teachings, worship, and belief in

what they regarded as ideal in behaviour which would lead to Paradise in the
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20 Ibn Qutayba, Ma‘Çrif, p.448.



Hereafter. These religious personalities were careless about personal as well

as tribal interests. Hinds’ conclusions that these qurrÇ’ lacked status as clan

leaders are exaggerated and can easily be refuted. ‘ImrÇn Ibn al-∞u^ayn is an

example. He was a qÇri’ and the sayyid of BanË ‘AdÈ at Al-Ba^ra. That a

number of qurrÇ’ took part in the rising against ‘U@mÇn, regarding some of

his policies as non-Islamic and “maintaining the cause of AllÇh against an

unjust caliph” reveals their concern for the future of Islam and the Umma.

Many other Muslims shared this anxiety, in the am^Çr as well as in the ∞iΔÇz

and Medina in particular, They regarded the rule of AbË Bakr and ‘Umar as

an ideal pattern, a rule in accordance with the teachings of Islam and its

founder and considered any divergence from this pattern of rule as intolera-

ble. ‘U@mÇn himself was elected only after he had promised to rule accord-

ingly. Later when he began to rule in what seemed to them as to many others

to be a divergence from that pattern of rule, particularly in the last six years

of his Caliphate, many Muslims including the qurrÇ’ openly protested and

criticised this change. They were supported by almost all the religious per-

sonalities in Medina whose concern was solely for the welfare of Islam and

the Community. They regarded ‘U@mÇn’s rule as non-Islamic. The Qur’Çnic

verse says ¿ƒ≤°SÉØdG ºg ∂ÄdhCÉa ˆG ∫õfCG É‡ ºμëj ⁄ øeh (V, 47) which meant

for them that when the caliph deviated from the Islamic teachings, the

Qur’Çn and the sunna, he was no more qualified to head the Umma and

should either resign or face rebellion.

Shaban and Hinds ascribe the rising against ‘U@mÇn to the latter’s policy

which collided with the interests of the qurrÇ’ in particular, in regards to the

^awÇfÈ land and the stipends (AÉ£©dG).These scholars do not take into consid-

eration the piety of these qurrÇ’, their adhesion to the teachings of Islam, and

their care for the welfare of the Umma. Contrary to Hinds conclusions in his

afore-mentioned article, and taken for granted in the Encyclopaedia of Islam
“√urra”, the qurrÇ’ who were at first favoured by Sa‘Èd, ‘U@mÇn’s governor

of Al-KËfa, and later deported to Syria were described in all sources as øe
ìÓ°üdGπgCG21. In fact the qurrÇ’ in general were very religious, as the sources

confirm, and because “their activities and decisions were motivated by a

complete acceptance of the spirit and principles of Islam”, they could not tol-

erate ‘U@mÇn’s novelties in policy towards the ^awÇfÈ lands, the bayt al-mÇl
or his appointments to the am^Çr. The ^awÇfÈ lands and the monies of the

bayt al-mÇl were all Muslims’ interest and not solely the qurrÇ’s. ‘U@mÇn’s

policy of favouring his family with appointments to the am^Çr also worried

the religious personalties whether in the am^Çr or in Al-HiΔÇz. Sources con-
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firm that the An^Çr in general and some Meccans were among the religious

personalities who protested against these policies considering them as a

divergence from those followed by his predecessors and hence, a danger to

the future and welfare of Islam, allowing some Meccans and other profiteers

to exploit the conquests and the tribesmen who made these conquests and

who now backed these protests. Many qurrÇ’ were rawÇ¬if tribesmen who,

through their contact with such religious personalities and Companions as

Ibn Mas‘Ëd, AbË fiarr, ‘AmmÇr and others, had learnt the spirit and princi-

ples of Islam but through their simplicity of thinking could not perceive the

change in the society introduced by the conquests and expansion of Islam

outside Arabia. They rejected any development or such policies as followed

by ‘U@mÇn and the younger-generation of governors employed by him,

despite the efficiency shown earlier by these governors. Protests against

Meccan and other profiteers were heard of even in the days of ‘Umar I when

a tribesmen, AbË #l-MuÆtÇr, pointed to him in a famous poem how the

Ba^rans were exploited by these profiteers saying: GhõZ GPEG hõ¨fh GƒHBG GPEG ÜhDƒf
ºgôah Éæd ¢ù«dh ôah º¡d ≈fÉa “We (i.e. the tribesmen) return (from war ) as

they (i.e. the profiteers ) do, and go to war as they do; how can it be that they

are so rich and we are not?”22 ‘Umar could bring these profiteers into

account and confiscate half their accumulated wealth, but ‘U@mÇn had a dif-

ferent character and through his leniency turned a blind eye on profiteers and

this added to the indignance of his people.

It seems that protests in Al-KËfa, Al-Ba^ra and Egypt led to a consensus

among the Muslims there to send under the cover of pilgrimage delegations

to Medina to talk to Caliph ‘U@mÇn. They all heard from him and were satis-

fied. Al-WÇqidÈ23 relates that Al-A‰tar then retired with the KËfans fol-

lowed by μabala Ibn ∞ukaym al-‘AbdÈ and the Ba^rans: (áaƒμdG πgCG »a)
Î°TC’G ∫õàYÉa (Iô°üÑdG πgCG »a) º«μM øH á∏ÑL ∫õàYÉa. They took no part in the

murder of the Caliph later. Sources relate that when ‘U@mÇn had heard of the

arrival of the Egyptians he came to meet them outside the Medinan …aram.
They asked him to open the Qur’Çn and read the seventh sËra (SËrat YËnus).

He read until he reached verse 59 which says: ˆG ≈∏Y ΩCG ºμd ¿PCG ˆBG πb
?¿hÎØJ (X,59). They stopped him and asked: “Why did you expand the …imò
(the area protected for the ^adaqÇt cattle)? Did AllÇh order you (in His Book)

to do so?” ‘U@mÇn’ s answer was convincing. Sources say that the Egyptians

continued to ask him with reference to the Qur’Çnic diction and his replies
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were accepted by the Egyptians who finally left for home satisfied that

‘U@mÇn was not doing wrong especially after he had asked God’s forgive-

ness ¬HQ ôØ¨à°SG and promised to improve his policies.24 What the tradition

here reveals is that nothing was mentioned about the rebels’ own interests.

They did not present the caliph with special demands apart from their

demand that lazy Meccans and Medinese should be deprived of their usual

stipends as long as they did not participate in the campaigns of the conquests.

Their main demand was that the caliph should abide by the Qur’Çn and the

sunna. The tradition also shows how learned in the Qur’Çn these rebels were

and how anxious they were that the caliph should observe the teachings of

the Qur’Çn. It seems however that the inner circles of the unfortunate caliph,

particulary his cousin MarwÇn Ibn al-∞akam and other Umayyads, who con-

sidered the caliphate as a mulk the rebels wanted to rob them of, were not sat-

isfied with ‘U@mÇn’ s promises and ascribed them to his weakness and a let-

ter, apparently signed by ‘U@mÇn, which he later denied writing or signing,

was discovered by the Egyptians while on their way home, ordering the gov-

ernor of Egypt to punish their leaders on their return to Egypt in accordance

with the Qur’Çnic verse ¿CG GkOÉ°ùa ¢VQC’G ‘ ¿ƒ©°ùjh ¬dƒ°SQh ¬∏dG ¿ƒHQÉëj øjòdG
AGõL É‰EG GƒÑq∏°üoj hCG Gƒ∏qà≤oj (V:33). They furiously returned, entered Medina and

besieged ‘U@mÇn’ s dar and finally murdered him.25

In connection with the murder of ‘U@mÇn, three traditions are related by

A†-‡abarÈ, Al-BalÇ∂uri and ŒalÈfa Ibn ŒayyÇ† but fail to specify unanimous-

ly the actual murderer. This left ‘U@mÇn’s successor, ‘AlÈ, unable to bring

into account any specific person or group. It is said that he started an investi-

gation with Mu…ammad Ibn AbÈ Bakr, who denied the charge of murdering

‘U@mÇn and was supported by ‘U@mÇn’s widow, NÇ’ila, who said: ,¥ó°U
Éª¡∏NOCG ¬æμdh “Yes. This (i.e. that Mu…ammad Ibn AbÈ Bakr did not murder

‘U@mÇn) is true, but he has allowed them (i.e. the two who murdered ‘U@mÇn)

in (and they killed him)”.26 These two were however not specifield and in

one tradition they were killed inside ‘U@mÇn’s house. Consequently ‘AlÈ

considered the murder as commited by an unspecified group (áYÉª÷G π«àb)
but he promised to re-open the investigation when things would calm down.

This position was however, unacceptable to a group of Meccans led by
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‡al…a, Az-Zubayr and the Prophet’s widow, ‘Å’i‰a, as well as to the

Umayyad Mu‘Çwiya and his Syrian supporters. In fact the Syrians did not

unanimously support Mu‘Çwiya against ‘AlÈ, especially at the start of the

conflict. Well-known Syrian qurrÇ’ like Abd ar-Ra…mÇn Ibn ¥anm al-

A‰‘arÈ did not even question ‘AlÈ’s position and his capability as a caliph

when μarÈr Ibn ‘Abd AllÇh al-BaΔalÈ, ‘AlÈ’s envoy, tried to secure for ‘AlÈ

the allegiance of the Syrians before ~iffÈn. Sources say that some notable

qurrÇ’ tried to prevent bloodshed by stepping to mediate between the two

parties first before the battle of the Camel and later before ~iffÈn. This is in

compliance with AllÇh’s order in the Qur’Çn: ˆG ¤EG √hOôa A»°T ‘ ºàYRÉæJ ¿EÉa
ôNB’G Ωƒ«dGh ˆyÉH ¿ƒæeDƒJ ºàæc ¿EG ∫ƒ°SôdGh (IV, 59) and: ÚæeDƒŸG øe ¿ÉàØFÉW ¿CGh
Éª¡æ«H Gƒë∏°UCÉa Gƒ∏ààbG (XLIX:9). Through their attempted mediation they

wanted to implement AllÇh’s order in this particular dispute. But the call for

an immediate punishment of ‘U@mÇn’ s murderers, which in fact was only a

pretext to shake ‘AlÈ’s position as a caliph, led to the war. At the battle of the

Camel where the Meccans were defeated, the majority of the qurrÇ’ sup-

ported ‘AlÈ while a number of them were reluctant to fight other Muslims

and consequently retired the conflict. Later on, the battle of ~iffÈn where the

qurrÇ’ also played a remarkable part on the side of ‘AlÈ, ended with arbitra-

tion (º«μëàdG). Again the sources do not unanimously specify the party

which forced ‘AlÈ to accept the arbitration. Here Hinds’ conclusions might

be correct that the KËfan leaders led by A‰‘a@ and the qurrÇ’ who later

became ŒawÇriΔ, saw in Mu‘Çwiya’s raising of the masÇ…if ∞MÉ°üŸG, a call

for peace, a peace in which ‘AlÈ would be recognised as amÈr al-mu’minÈn by

both Syrians and Iraqis, while in fact it was a trick to isolate as much of ‘AlÈ’s

KËfan following as possible.27 A‰‘a@ and an important section of ‘AlÈ’s

qurrÇ’-followers at once halted the fighting and asked ‘AlÈ to follow suit

since this was in accordance with the Qur’Çnic verse: ˆyG ≈∏Y πcƒJh É¡d íæLÉa
º∏°ù∏d GƒëæL ¿EÉa. The trick was discovered from the beginning by ‘AlÈ and

some qurrÇ’ who supported him like A‰tar and shortly after by other Iraqi

qurrÇ’; but ‘AlÈ had already accepted the arbitration and could not go back

on his word. Dissatisfied with this, these qurrÇ’ deserted ‘AlÈ and became

ŒawÇriΔ (i.e. deserters of ‘AlÈ’s camp ) while others remained on his side as

his ·È‘a (i.e. his followers and supporters). Thus the arbitration was an

important factor which divided the activist qurrÇ’ into ·È‘a and ŒawÇriΔ.
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While some traditions accuse the qurrÇ’ of forcing ‘AlÈ to accept arbitration,

others deny this allegation. But we are sure that a number of the qurrÇ’ took

a hostile attitude towards arbitration once they heard A‰‘a@ of Kinda reading

the arbitration treaty. They rejected it out of hand saying: √ôc ƒdh ˆ ’G ºμM ’
¿ƒcô°ûŸG (“Sovereignty is AllÇh’s even though this is detested by the idola-

tors”); and: ˆG øjO ‘ ∫ÉLôdG ºqμëf ’h »°Vôf ’ (We do not accept or autho-

rise men to judge in AllÇh’s dÈn, i.e. in what He has already ordered in the

Qur’Çn, viz. Sura XLIX:9). ‘Urwa Ibn Udayya, a prominent TamÈmi qÇri’,
addressed A‰‘a@ saying: ÉfÓàb øjCÉa ,ˆ ’G ºμM ’ ?ˆG ôeCG ‘ ∫ÉLôdG ¿ƒªμ–CG
?å©°TCG Éj (Why do you accept men’s judgment in what AllÇh has ordered?

No judgment is to be observed other than that of AllÇh. Then where will our

men who have fallen on the battlefield, go? i.e. Are they martyrs or murder-

ers?)28 The last part of ‘Urwa’s exclamations is interesting for it sums up the

qurrÇ’’s position.

Surely these were not qurrÇ’ who took part in murdering Caliph ‘U@mÇn.

An explanation of this hostile position towards arbitration which led to their

deserting ‘AlÈ’s camp and thus becoming ŒawÇriΔ, lay in their belief that

they had rebelled against ‘U@mÇn because of his policies considered as a

divergence from the pattern followed by his two predecessors. If they

accepted arbitration and negotiations with the Syrians, it meant that they

accepted Mu‘Çwiya’s claim that ‘U@mÇn was an innocent victim and his

murderers were to be punished. In their view these were on the right and

‘U@mÇn met his right fate. Moreover, they had supported ‘AlÈ and killed

other Muslims at the Camel and ~iffÈn because they regarded these Muslims

as á«ZÉH áÄa (oppressive party) who should be fought until they reverted to

AllÇh’s order ˆG ôeCG in accordance with the Qur’Çnic verse: ÉªgGóMEG â¨H ¿EÉa
ˆG ôeCG ¤EG A»ØJ ≈àM ≈¨ÑJ »àdG Gƒ∏JÉ≤a iôNC’G ≈∏Y (XLIX:9).

This made the qurrÇ’ sure of their position and recognised that their dead

were martyrs killed for the cause of AllÇh. Hence ‘Urwa’s exclamation:

?å©°TCG Éj ,ÉfÓàb øjCÉa. With their rejection of arbitration these qurrÇ’ asked

‘AlÈ to follow suit if he was to receive their support again. When he refused
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they left his camp and became ŒawÇriΔ. ‘AlÈ, however, considered their

desertion as áYÉª÷G øY êhôN (secession from the Muslim Community) to be

opposed and fought. At first he discussed with them their secession êhôN
from this point of view, thereby gaining back a considerable number of

them. The more obstinate were fought and massacred at the battle of An-

Nahr (or An-NahrawÇn ).

In the wake of these events, arbitration proved to be a trick or a plot which

weakened ‘AlÈ’ s position and enhanced Mu‘Çwiya’s. ‘AlÈ was later killed by

one of the ŒawÇriΔ-qurrÇ’ and Mu‘Çwiya became caliph a few months later,

in 41 A.H.; but the issue remained for these ŒawÇriΔ: their duty was to fight

against »ZÉÑdG (the oppressor), now Mu‘Çwiya, a usurper not eligible by any

standard for the caliphal post as modelled by AbË Bakr and ‘Umar I. These

qurrÇ’-ŒawÇriΔ were now regarded as the enemy of the new authorities, the

Umayyads, as well as the ‘AlÈd ·È‘a for murdering ‘AlÈ, and much bloody

effort was spent to hunt them down throughout the Umayyad era.

So much for the activist qurrÇ’. Those who retired this war among

Muslims did so, despite their acknowledgement of ‘AlÈ as caliph, because

they believed that shedding the blood of innocent Muslims was illegal, dis-

approved and punishable by AllÇh. The Qur’Çn says to this effect: Gƒ∏à≤J ’h
ºμ°ùØfCG “and kill not one another” (IV:29) and √ DhGõéa Góª©àe ÉæeDƒe πà≤j øeh
Éª«¶Y ÉHGòY ¬d óYCGh ¬æ©dh ¬«∏Y ˆG Ö°†Zh É¡«a GódÉN ºæ¡L (IV:93) “Whoso

slayeth a believer of set purpose, his reward is hell”. A considerable number

of Companions, some even with Islamic priority, like Sa‘d IbnAbÈ WaqqÇs,

Mu©Èra Ibn ·u‘ba, AbË MËsò al-A‰‘arÈ, ‘ImrÇn Ibn ∞u^ayn of ŒuzÇ‘a, AbË

Barza of Aslam and Ibn ‘Umar, retired the conflict. They were all qurrÇ’
Companions. AbË MËsò tried unsuccessfully to persuade the KËfans not to

take sides in the conflict between ‘AlÈ and his opponents. ‘ImrÇn Ibn ∞usayn

while secluding himself from this war (or fitna áæàa) asked the Ba^rans and

particularly his own clan there to follow suit, quoting the Prophet as saying

that such a bloody strife among Muslims was unholy and disapproved by

AllÇh: QÉædG ‘ ∫ƒà≤ŸGh πJÉ≤dÉa Éª¡«Ø«°ùH ¿Éª∏°ùŸG ≈≤àdG GPEG and …ó©H Gƒ©LôJ ’
¢†©H ÜÉbQ ºμ°†©H Üô°†j GQÉØc.29

AbË Barza likewise denounced the war among Muslims as fitna and

accused ambitious Qurashis and some qurrÇ’ of instigating dissensions

among Muslims for wordly purposes and personal gains instead of observ-
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29 ~a…È…, IV, 186, 187, 224, 225 Sa‘d Ibn AbÈ WaqqÇs and UsÇma Ibn Zayd
when asked by ‘AlÈ to join his campaign against ‡al…a and Az-Zubayr, refused to
fight other Muslims. Sa‘d replied: ôaÉμdG øe º∏°ùŸG ¥ôØj ÉØ«°S »æ£YCG and UsÇma
answered: ˆG ’EG ¬dEG ’ ¿CG ó¡°ûj øe πJÉbCG ’ ¿G ˆG äógÉY ÊEÉa ¬LƒdG Gòg ‘ ∂©e êhôÿG øe
»æØYG (DËrÈ, op. cit., p.61). 

30 ~a…È…, vol.IV, p.230; Al-I^fahÇnÈ, op.cit., vol.II, p.32.



ing the welfare of Islam and the Umma. Al-BuÆÇrÈ30 quotes him as saying

indignantly: ¿EG .¢ûjôb AÉ«MCG ≈∏Y É£NÉ°S âëÑ°UCG ÊCG πLh õY ˆG óæY Ö°ùàMCG ÊEG
√òg ¿EGh .¿hôJ Ée ºμH ≠∏H ≈àM ΩÉfC’G ÒN óªëÃh ΩÓ°SE’ÉH ºμ°û©f πLh õY ˆG
.É«fódG ≈∏Y ’G πJÉ≤j ¿G ¬∏dGh ΩÉ°ûdÉH …òdG ∑GP ¿EGh .ºμæ«H äó°ùaCG »àdG »g É«fódG
É«fódG ≈∏Y ’G Gƒ∏JÉ≤j ¿CG ¬∏dGh ºcAGôb º¡fƒYóJ øjòdG ºμdƒM øjòdG ¿EGh. Although

this quotation is cited to comment on the events of the civil strife between the

Marwanids and Ibn Zubayr, it sums up AbË Barza’s position towards sedi-

tion, fitna, among Muslims. He condemns those who have engaged them-

selves in these dissensions, shedding Muslim blood, be it Mu‘Çwiya,

MarwÇn or the qurrÇ’-ŒawÇriΔ, as seeking wordly self-interests. He and

other non-aligned (mu‘tazila) qurrÇ’ had sworn allegiance to ‘AlÈ as Caliph

but did not, and were not forced to, join his campaigns against his opponents,

simply because they did not approve such strife among Muslims. Generally

speaking, this position was maintained by them during the Sufyanid and the

Marwanid periods. During the repressive rule of Al-∞aΔΔÇΔ in Iraq, howev-

er, the mu‘tazila-qurrÇ’ joined a wide unsuccessful revolt of Iraqis led by

Ibn al-A‰‘a@ against Al-∞aΔΔÇΔ. Their aim was to protest against the contin-

uous breach by the authorities there of Islamic justice as seen by them and

surely preached by Islam. They wanted the Marwanid Caliph to check Al-

∞aΔΔÇΔ’s oppressive policies towards Muslim and non-Muslim subjects in

Iraq. These and particularly non-Arab peasants there had suffered much

injustice at the hands of Al-∞aΔΔÇΔ, and the overwhelming revolt there was

an opportunity to demonstrate their indignance and demand for a return to

Islamic justice. Their aim was therefore religious. It was not to defend their

own interests. Unfortunately, the revolt was short-lived. It was crushed by

Al-∞aΔΔÇΔ and a large number of these qurrÇ’ were ruthlessly put to

death.31

The qurrÇ’, whether ŒawÇriΔ, ·È‘a, or non-aligned (mu‘tazila), sought

‰araf (±ô°ûdG) not through tribal status but through their interest in Islam and

its teaching. They were assimilated by Islam and were consequently united

under it rather than their tribal links. They cared little for tribal links or inter-

ests. A Tamimi was ready to fight against another Tamimi for the cause of

Islam as he would see it. Their strong belief in the rewards of the Hereafter

(IôNB’G) made them careless of wordly interests. In war against their oppo-

nents, they fought bravely, as A†-‡abarÈ32 puts it: º¡¡Ñ°ûj ’ ¢SÉædG OÉ°SBG ºgh
Oƒ°S ’G while at night they prayed and recited the Qur’Çn loudly: …hO π«∏dG
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31 Annals, vol.II, pp.1086, 1122
32 Annals, vol.I, pp.2366, 3298; I^Çba, vol.II, p.7; Ibn al-A@Èr, Usd al-©Çba,

vol.III, p.422: ¿BGô≤dG ¬©aQ øe AGô≤dG øe ¿Éch.



º¡«∏Y øL GPEG ¿BGô≤dÉH ¿hhój GƒfÉch πëædG. They were so hard on themselves

that they were described as : π«∏dG ¿ÉÑgQ √ÉÑ÷G Oƒ°S They were brave and dar-

ing at the battle welcoming death and regarding as shame to run away from

an opportunity to martyrdom ¬∏dG π«Ñ°S ‘ IOÉ¡°ûdG. One of them, Salim, AbË

Hu∂ayfa’s mawlò once said: äQôb ÉfCG ¿G ¿BGô≤dG πeÉM ¢ùÄH and joined the bat-

tle and was killed. Again A†-‡abarÈ describes a group of these qurrÇ’ arriv-

ing at the battlefield of ~iffÈn, saying: øe 300 hCG 200 ¬©eh πjóH øHG π°Uh
¢VQ’ÉH ≥°üd ób AGô≤dG. The quotation implies that in war, the qurrÇ’ sought

either victory or martyrdom; no other alternative was considered. This

explains why a small group of the ŒawÇriΔ-qurrÇ’ were able to resist and

often defeat larger number of Umayyad forces sent against them. ·È‘a-

qurrÇ’ remained loyal to the Prophet’s family particularly to the ‘AlÈds.

They supported their claim to the Caliphal post and their revolts against the

authorities; and in remarkable secrecy planned with them and later with the

Abbasids to bring about the downfall of the Umayyads in 132 A.H./750

A.D. Notable among these qurrÇ’ were SulaymÇn Ibn ~urÇd and and

SulaymÇn Ibn Ka@Èr both from ŒuzÇ‘a. They were not as turbulent as the

ŒawÇriΔ-qurrÇ’ and therefore they often escaped the vengeance of the

authorities. Non-aligned, or mu‘tazilah-qurrÇ’ remained passive; although

they sympathized with ‘AlÈ and his family, they cared for their own welfare

á«aÉ©dG GƒÑMCG; they saw this particularly in refraining from unholy bloodshed.

They maintained a murΔi’ite position: to obey and wait, and accepted the

Umayyad caliph in accordance with the hadit that Muslims should obey their

amir (or caliph) even if they did not agree with his actions and policies33

áYÉª÷G ¥QÉØj óMCG ¢ù«d ¬fEÉa È°ü«∏a ¬gôμa ÉÄ«°T √ô«eG øe iCGQ øeh Gƒ©«WCGh Gƒ©ª°SG
á«∏gÉL áà«e äÉe ’G äƒª«a GÈ°T. Consequently they interested themselves in

peaceful activities such as trade, land cultivation and studying and teaching

the Qur’Çn and tradition. Through this and in the long run, other studies relat-

ed to this and connected with the language, history, jurisprudence and

scholastic theology flourished in the am^Çr and and the ∞iΔÇz. A†-‡abarÈ,

Al-Mas‘ËdÈ, and Ibn Ka@Èr are examples of qurrÇ’ who were historians, read-

ers of, and commentators on, the Qur’Çn, as well as jurisprudence scholars.

Those who excelled in these subjects were often employed as qadis and

many were recommended to teach the children of the caliphs, the ruling fam-

ilies, and the rich class. Since the days of ‘Umar I, the qurrÇ’ had acquired a

distinguished status among the Muslims in Ba^ra and KËfa. This is clear

from the attitude of the authorities towards them as recorded in the sources:

AGôb øe QGódG äCÓàeG Éª∏a AGô≤dG ≈°Sƒe ƒHCG ™ªL ,Iô°üÑdG AGôb ¤EG ≈°Sƒe ƒHCG å©H
¢SÉædG. This shows that the qurrÇ’ were then of significant importance there.
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33 ~a…È…, vol.I, pp.128, 129; vol.IV, pp.222, 234.



Al-‘AlÈ suggests that they gradually became a distinguished entity, a league

á£HGQ, with a political role.34 Sources speak of them sometimes as having

special dress and appearance: shaving their heads and moustaches in a spe-

cial way, wearing clean long cloaks (barÇnis, pl. of burnus) or short sleeved

gowns, with a turban (áeÉªY) on the head, a mu^…af tied round the neck, and

a walking stick in the hand. Al-∞asan al-Ba^rÈ addressing a number of

qurrÇ’ in his presence says: ºμeÉªcCG ”ô°übh ºμ°ShDhQ ºà≤∏Mh ºμHQGƒ°T ºà«ØMCG
ób É°Sƒ∏L ºcGQCG ‹ Ée. Mubarrad says: ≥«∏ëàdG ºgÉª«°S. ŒalÈfa Ibn ŒayyÇ† says

of ‘Abd al-MÇlik Ibn MarwÇn, who was then one of the qurrÇ’ áeÉªY ¬«∏Y
...ΩOBG πLQ ¬«∏Y πNóa AGô≤dG π©Øj Éªc¬Ø∏N øeh ¬jój ÚH øe ÉgÉNQCG ób AGOƒ°S.

Extreme piety, hard worship, vigils and constant prayers left their marks

on their foreheads and hands. This is confirmed by the sources. Mubarrad

says35: º¡«∏Yh πH’G äÉæØãc ÉjójCGh Oƒé°ùdG ∫ƒ£d (á≤≤°ûe) áMôb ÉgÉÑL º¡æe iCGôa
(áØ«¶f ádƒ°ù¨e) á°†qMôe ¢üªb. While this is true of the early qurrÇ’ who

became ŒawÇriΔ, it can hardly be said of the qurrÇ’ of later ages and espe-

cially of our times. Al-Mubarrad36 quotes Ibn HammÇm as-SalËlÈ saying

that the qurrÇ’ of his day attack worldly pleasures (É«fódG ΩP) while they actu-

ally indulge in them:

π©ØdG ¬ØdÉN ∫ƒ≤dG ø°ùM øμdh     Gƒæ°ù``MCÉa GƒdÉb ∫ƒ≤∏d GƒÑ°üf GPEG 

π©``K É¡`d Qó`j É``e ≈`àM ≥jhÉ`aG     É¡fƒ©`°Vôj ºgh É«fódG Éæd GƒePh

The problems created by the lack of real application of Islamic justice

throughout the Caliphate later made these qurrÇ’ (and others ) look for their

own interest. They found it in lucrative positions and nowadays the qÇri’
enjoys a remarkable position in the society. His profits from the Qur’Çn read-

ing which takes place on many occasions such as Rama¬Çn, religious feasts,

festivals, funeral ceremonies etc. made him care much for his appearance in

a special elegant way. Qur’Çn reading has become a profitable profession, a

trade, and schools specializing in teaching the Qur’Çn and some of its ‘ulËm
grant the graduates diplomas as qurrÇ’. This was never intended at the

beginning when reciting and teaching of the Qur’Çn meant only a search for

AllÇh’s approval.
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34 .Iô°üÑdG ‘ ájOÉ°üàbE’Gh á«YÉªàLE’G äÉª«¶æàdG, p.57, Bagdad 1953.
35 Cf. Al-Mubarrad, op.cit., III, pp. 211, 320; Ibn Qutayba, Ma‘Çrif, p.587;

I^Çba, III, p.305; Annals, I, p. 2366; LisÇn al-‘Arab, í£∏a; ŒalÈfa Ibn ŒayyÇ†,
TÇrÈÆ, p. 258; Ibn ∞aΔar (I^Çba, no. 6359 ) says of ‘Abd AllÇh Ibn Wahb ar-RÇsibÈ:
äÉàØãc ¬«àÑcQh ¬jój ‘ QÉ°U √Oƒé°S IÌμd ¿Éc .äÉàØãdG GP Ö≤d ≈àM IOÉÑ©dG IÌc ‘ ÉÑéY ¿Éch
Ò©ÑdG (callus of the camel).

36 Op.cit, I, p.55.


